Charm of Hokkaido foods

S A L M O N

S A L M O N

Data collection for enjoying salmon in Hokkaido more
Local cuisine featuring salmon
L

Salmon
Salmon is the food culture of Hokkaido

Ishikari Nabe

Salmon is a marine product representative of Hokkaido, having deep connection with the history and lifestyle of Hokkaido.
It is known that salmon, born in a river and grown up in the sea, return to the river where they were born to lay eggs. In many
rivers salmon can be seen swimmingg up
p the stream from September to November every year.

Chan Chan Yaki

This is a pot dish eaten by local fishermen
in Ishikari City, where salmon fishing used
to prosper. Various parts of salmon and
vegetables such as cabbage are cooked
together in a pot.

Ruibe

This is a very dynamic dish created in
fishermen’s towns. Salmon and seasonal
vegetables are grilled on an iron plate,
and seasoned with miso, etc.

This is a kind of sashimi. Fresh salmon is
frozen, is thinly sliced while still being
frozen, and eaten with soy sauce seasoned
with wasabi.

Experience the event full
E
o
of salmon!
Three largest autumn festivals
ls
in Ishikari City
ato Festival

Kokanee (Oncorhynchus nerka)

Salmon roe
Salmon

It can be eaten in many ways;
for example, being grilled with
salt or cooked in a pot.

Location

Eggs of salmon (Salmon roe) are separated from
one another and seasoned with soy sauce and
salt. They are in season from September to
November.

Lake Shikotsu

MAP
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They are a type of salmon and spend their life in
fresh water. Kokanee is a specialty of Lake Shikotsu
and can be eaten as sashimi, or after being roasted
with salt. They are in season from June to August.

Salmon returning to the river are caught with a fixed fishing net installed in the sea. This fishing method is conducted almost everywhere in
Hokkaido, and the catch is largest in the Okhotsk Region and the Kushiro-Nemuro Region.
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Facilities for learning about salmon’s dynamic ecology
This is the “Salmon Museum” having the largest number of exhibitions of Salmonidae in Japan.
Different exhibitions are offered according to the season so that visitors can observe salmon’s
life cycle from juveniles, and ascension to spawning. You can see salmon swimming up the
stream through the glass in September and October.
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This aquarium has one of the largest fresh water tanks in Japan. In the “Underwater Observation
Room”, you can observe the underwater of the Chitose River. Please don’t miss a group of salmon
heading for the spawning site in autumn.
Location 2-312 Hanazono, Chitose City
MAP D
113 889 556 *22
◆ http://chitose-aq.jp/ 日 英 簡 繁
◆ http://www.1000sai-chitose.or.jp/ (Chitose Tourist Association) 日 英 簡 繁

Deep relationship between
Hokkaido and salmon
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◆http://www.city.ishikari.hokkaido.jp/(Ishikari City) 日
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Sapporo City

40-minute ride from New Chitose Airport
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Chitose Salmon Aquarium
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Lake Shikotsu (A)

Ishikari City

Location 1-1-1 Nishi 6-chome Kita 1 jo, Shibetsu Town
◆ http://www.shibetsu-salmon.org/ 日 英 簡
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Shibetsu Salmon Museum

Production areas ~ Enjoy the fresh food on site
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Hamamasu Furus
Ishikari Salmo
They are held from mid to late September every year.
ear.
n Festival
The festivals full of salmon which are successively
ely
held in three areas in Ishikari City are popular for
“tsukamidori” contest (a contest in
or aa“tsukamidori”contest
which players get as much salmon as they can grab in one handful) and authentic Ishikari Nabe made in an
exceptionally large pot.
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Hokkaido has been connected with salmon from very long
ago, and a tool for catching salmon which is thought to have
been used about four thousand years ago has been discovered
at the remains in Ishikari City (See the photo on the left).
Indigenous people, the Ainu, used to call salmon “kamuy-cep
(fish of God)”. They eat the flesh until nothing is left, and use
the skin as a material of shoes, etc. Salmon used to be deeply
connected with Ainu people’s life (See the photo on the right).

Ishikari Momijiyama No.49 Remains

Source: Ishikari City Board of Education (left); The Foundation for Research and Promotion of Ainu Culture (right)
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